
INDIA'S FIRST PRIVACY CARD GAME



"Powerplay is a card game designed to build awareness about privacy
among the citizens of India. The aim of the game is to maintain the
balance between your character’s public and private data when the

government infringes upon your privacy. It engages the players in privacy-
themed contexts and allows them to play their data according to an event

in the game. It creates an understanding of the innumerable ways our
data is vulnerable to abuse by unknown forces including our government.

The citizens also become aware of how the bill challenges our basic
notions of privacy. It is an approach to make people realize their ‘Right to
Privacy’ under Article 21 of the Constitution and address the widespread

problem of low awareness about data privacy in general."

THIS GAME IS DESIGNED BY ISHITA BEGANI AND

EVANGELISED BY THE INTERNET FREEDOM FOUNDATION

More details on the game: 
ishitabegani.com/ui-ux/powerplay



PowerPlay card game is an exclusive merchandise designed by
Ishita Begani for Internet Freedom Visionaries. You can become a
Visionary by signing up for a recurring membership programme
at Rs. 2000 per month offered by the Internet Freedom
Foundation.

IFF Visionaries receive the full IFF merch kit, membership letter
and card, and get a chance to be involved in our work by
providing direct feedback and inputs during the quarterly
members' calls.

BECOME AN IFF VISIONARY TODAY!

You can become an IFF member at
internetfreedom.in/donate



At Internet Freedom Foundation, we work to protect your
constitutional rights in today's digital society.

Your donations fund our strategic litigation, public advocacy,
consultations with public authorities, salaries, and operation costs.

Because of this, we are able to do critical work in the spheres of
privacy, surveillance technology, internet access, digital security
and literacy, innovation, and more.

We are for community, by community. Your collaboration is a
crucial part of our mission, and we need your support!

WHY SHOULD YOU CONSIDER

BECOMING AN IFF VISIONARY?


